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Xiaoyao Wang smiled faintly, and said, “The problem is not big. Only by
swallowing the ten fruits together can you reach the strongest psychic
realm.”
When everyone heard this, they were completely beyond the reach of
Xiaoyao King.
Even if they had ten fruits, they didn’t dare to swallow them all at once. This
is looking for death.
Next, they chatted for a while, and when they were about to disperse,
suddenly, they all looked in one direction. From that direction, there was a
sound of fast running footsteps. Soon, two people appeared in theirs. before.
The two were fat and thin, looking embarrassed, they were fat and thin.
They saw so many people here, and they were stunned for a moment, and
then there was an expression of excitement on their faces, and said, “Brother
Xiaoyao, help!!”
They rushed directly to King Xiaoyao, their faces full of pleading.
For their behavior, Xiaoyao Wang and the others were a little surprised. Fat
and Thin are no strangers to them. They are also super arrogant on the list of
immortals, and they also come from the martial world.
Xiaoyao Wang frowned slightly and said, “How can you two be so
embarrassed, is there a super power in the secret realm?”
Others also feel very strange. According to reason, the world of Secret
Realm just doesn’t have a fully blooming planet. Although the environment
of this world is very good, there is no need for super powers to appear.
However, the fat and thin men shook their heads and said, with aggrieved
faces and hatred, “It’s Lin Ziming! He is too arrogant. We were beaten like
this by Lin Ziming! Brother Xiaoyao, you must be the master for us. what!”
As they said, they knelt directly on one knee towards King Xiaoyao.
Everyone can’t help but feel moved when they see their actions. You know,
although these two people are not as good as them, they are super arrogant.
They are absolutely extremely proud in their hearts, but now they are
kneeling for Xiaoyao King. ? And also begged Xiaoyao King to avenge
them?
At this moment, they were really surprised, and even some were untrue.
In an instant they thought of one thing, could it be that these two people
joined forces, and they are not Lin Ziming’s opponents? The only person
who can do this is Xiaoyao King in the realm of God-Through-Shenzhen,
right?
Indeed, the fat man and the thin man, one at the seventh and eighth on the
immortal ranking list, joined forces. Whether it was Bu Jingyun or
Sakyamuni, they were definitely not rivals.
But now, listening to what they said, they were defeated by Lin Ziming?
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Isn’t it possible?
Xiaoyao King was also aware of this. He frowned slightly and said directly:
“Did you lose to Lin Ziming?”
“Exactly.”
Bu Jingyun then said: “Is it broken one by one, or join forces.”
Asking these words made the fat and thin people feel embarrassed, but they
still said honestly: “Joining hands.”
hiss……
Hearing this, Bu Jingyun and Sakyamuni breathed a sigh of relief. They had
a new understanding of Lin Ziming’s strength!
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